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In well control, the two pressures of primary concern are formation pressure and hydrostatic pressure. Formation pressure is the force exerted by fluids in a formation. It is measured at the depth of the formation with the well shut in. It is also called reservoir pressure or, since it is usually measured at the bottom of the hole with the well shut in, shut-in bottomhole pressure.

In drilling, hydrostatic pressure is the force exerted by drilling fluid in the wellbore. When formation pressure is greater than hydrostatic pressure, formation fluids may enter the wellbore. If formation fluids enter the wellbore because formation pressure is higher than hydrostatic pressure, a kick has occurred. If prompt action is not taken to control the kick, or kill the well, a blowout may occur. To control a well, a proper balance between pressure in the formation and pressure in the wellbore must be maintained; hydrostatic pressure should be equal to or slightly higher than formation pressure.

ORIGIN OF FORMATION PRESSURE

One generally accepted theory of how pressures originate in subsurface formations relates to how sedimentary basins are formed. As layer upon layer of sediments are deposited, overburden pressure on the layers increases, and compaction occurs. Overburden pressure is the pressure exerted at any given depth by the weight of the sediments, or rocks, and the weight of the fluids that fill pore spaces in the rock. Overburden pressure is generally considered to be 1 pound (lb) per square inch per foot (psi/ft). Overburden pressure can vary in different areas because the amount of pore space and the density of rocks vary from place to place. In deepwater formations just below the seafloor, the overburden is almost entirely seawater. Overburden pressure is therefore about the same as the pressure caused by the weight of seawater—about 0.45 psi/ft depending on its salinity. Regardless of the actual value of overburden pressure, as it increases, compaction occurs, and the porosity of the rock layer decreases.

As compaction occurs, any fluids in the formation are squeezed into permeable layers, such as sandstone. If the permeable layer into which the fluids are squeezed is continuous to the surface—that is, if the layer eventually outcrops on the surface—pressure higher than normal cannot form (fig. 1.1). If, however, a layer’s fluid is trapped because of faulting or some other anomaly, pressure higher than normal can form; the formation can become overpressured.

Figure 1.1 Pressure higher than normal cannot form if the layer outcrops on the surface.
Drilling personnel should know the causes and warning signs of kicks and be able to identify them readily. Since the well and the mud-circulating equipment are a closed system, any formation fluid that intrudes into the system usually shows up as a change in the flow rate of fluid returning from the well and as a change in the total volume of fluid in the pits. Exceptions can occur. For example, when oil-base drilling mud is in use, a kick composed mainly of methane and other light hydrocarbon gases may dissolve in the oil in the mud and may not be evident until the gas nears the surface, comes out of solution, and expands. While not as soluble as light hydrocarbon gases, hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) and carbon dioxide (CO₂) gases can also dissolve in oil-base mud and come out (evolve) as they near the surface. The same thing can happen with H₂S and CO₂ kicks in water-base muds, because they also dissolve in these types of mud.

Gas kicks that dissolve in mud can be difficult to detect, especially if the kick is relatively small. Since they are absorbed by the mud, little or no pit gain occurs. Also, no measurable increase in the flow rate of the mud being pumped out of the well occurs. Later, however, as the dissolved gas in the mud nears the surface, it begins evolving from the mud and rapidly expands. This rapid expansion suddenly increases the return flow rate and can create a large pit gain if the well is not rapidly shut in.

Also, when a gas kick dissolves in the mud, and crewmembers do detect it, they may believe that the well has taken a saltwater kick: the pit gain may be relatively small and the difference between the shut-in drillpipe pressure and the shut-in casing pressure may be small. When dissolved gases come out of solution, however, they expand rapidly. As a result, the shut-in casing pressure rises quickly. Crewmembers should be aware of the problem and keep close surveillance on the casing pressure. Because gases can dissolve in mud, most operators and contractors prefer to consider all kicks as gas kicks and react appropriately.

It is important to anticipate the possibility of rapidly increasing SICP and to have a plan in place to deal with it before circulating out a kick.

Surface indications depend on the kick’s size and on the temperature and pressure. A gain in pit volume is probably the most reliable indicator of a gas kick in oil-base mud. In any case, training of personnel, specific procedures, and good supervision are the most effective means of detecting kicks and preventing blowouts.

CHARACTERISTICS OF KICKS
A well kick is an influx of formation fluids such as oil, gas, or salt water into the wellbore from a formation that has been penetrated by the wellbore. It occurs when the pressure exerted by the column of drilling fluid in the wellbore is lower than the pore pressure in the formation, and when the formation is permeable enough to allow fluids to flow through it. Once a kick occurs, the intruded fluid further reduces the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column, since formation
Shut-In Procedures and Shut-In Pressures

If a well’s casing is set and adequately cemented in competent formation, usually the well can be shut in safely when a kick occurs. Although shut-in procedures are basically the same for every well, well conditions and company policies often dictate variations. Therefore, many operators post their shut-in procedures for each well on the rig floor and require crewmembers to learn them. Since land rigs and offshore bottom-supported rigs use surface-mounted blowout preventers (BOPs), basic shut-in procedures for these types of rigs are the same. Special shut-in procedures are required for floating rigs, however, because the BOP stack is usually mounted on the seafloor. Regardless of whether a surface stack or a subsea stack is in use, different shut-in procedures are required for a kick that occurs while drilling and for a kick that occurs while tripping.

SHUT-IN PROCEDURES WITH SURFACE STACKS WHILE DRILLING
A surface stack is normally used on land rigs and on bottom-supported offshore rigs like jackups and platforms. Since there are several variations in the procedures used to shut in a well with a surface stack while drilling, it is important that everyone be familiar with and adhere to the procedures on the rig. For instructional purposes, an example shut-in procedure (a soft shut-in) that has been successfully used follows:

1. Stop the rotary and sound the alarm.
2. Pick up the drill string until the kelly saver sub is above the rotary table. (Prior spaceout should be made to ensure that a tool joint is not in a ram BOP when the string is picked up.) On rigs with top drives, raise the string to the first space out point that ensures the bit is at least a few feet off bottom.
3. Stop the pumps.
4. Check for flow.
5. If the well flows, open the line from a BOP outlet to the choke manifold.
6. Close the BOP (usually the annular preventer).
7. Close the choke. (The choke to be used, as well as other valves in the intended flow path through the manifold, should initially be in the open position.)
8. Confirm that all flow from the well has stopped. No flow should occur from the choke manifold, the bell nipple, or back through the drill stem.
9. With the well fully shut in, allow a few minutes for pressures to stabilize; then, record shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP).
10. Record shut-in casing pressure (SICP).
11. Record the pit-level increase.
12. Notify supervisor.

SHUT-IN PROCEDURES WITH SURFACE STACKS WHILE TRIPPING
Just as many variations in procedure are available to shut in a surface stack while drilling, so are many variations available to shut in a surface stack while a trip is being made. Again, it is important for ev-
Circulation and Well Control

Because the mud pump is used to circulate kick fluids out of the hole and to circulate kill-weight mud into the hole, it is one of the basic tools of well control. Also, because the rate, or speed, at which the pump is run affects pressures, the pump rate is one of the basic values in well control. It is usually measured in strokes per minute (spm). Pump rate plays a vital role in the successful control of a well, because even small changes in pump speed can cause large changes in pressure at the bottom of the hole, where constant pressure is especially critical. Since the fundamental goal of most well-control procedures is to maintain a constant bottomhole pressure equal to or only slightly higher than formation pressure, accurate control of the pump’s speed is necessary.

KILL RATE
To circulate a well that has kicked, most operators require that the pump rate be reduced to a speed below that used for normal drilling. Called the kill rate, this reduced pump rate affords several advantages to any well-control method: (1) it reduces circulating friction losses so that circulating pressures are less likely to cause excessive pressure on exposed formations; (2) it gives the crew more time to add barite or other weighting materials to the mud; (3) it reduces strain on the pump; (4) it allows more time for the crew to react to problems; and (5) it allows adjustable chokes to work within proper orifice ranges. Often, only one kill rate speed will be required during a well-killing operation; however, most operators recommend that several kill rates be selected. For example, one recommendation is to select kill rates of $\frac{1}{2}$, $\frac{2}{3}$, and $\frac{3}{4}$ the normal drilling pump rate. Sometimes an even slower rate may be recommended—for example, two to four barrels per minute—to reduce pressure further and allow more time for weighting up.

KILL-RATE PRESSURE
When the pump rate is reduced to the kill rate, circulating, or pump, pressure is also reduced. This reduced pump pressure is kill-rate pressure. It is obtained by pumping down the drill pipe and drill collars, out of the bit nozzles, and up the annulus. Running the pump at a reduced speed and breaking circulation will produce the kill-rate pressure. While kill-rate pressure can be easily read on the standpipe gauge or the drill pipe pressure gauge, the relationship between pump rate and pump pressure can also be estimated by the following equation:

$$P_2 = P_1 \times \frac{SPM_2^2}{SPM_1^2}$$  (Eq. 32)

where

- $P_1 = \text{original pump pressure at } SPM_1, \text{ psi}$
- $P_2 = \text{reduced or increased pump pressure at } SPM_2, \text{ psi}$
- $SPM_1 = \text{original pump rate, spm}$
- $SPM_2 = \text{reduced or increased pump rate, spm}$. 
Formation Fracture Gradient

Formation fracture pressure is the amount of pressure that causes a formation to break down, or fracture. In well control, the fracture pressure of the weakest formation exposed to the wellbore must be known, because the pressures developed during well-control procedures may exceed the fracture pressure of the formation. Should fracture pressure be exceeded, the formation fractures, and lost circulation and an underground blowout or broaching could result.

Formation fracture pressure can be expressed in psi, equivalent mud weight, or fracture gradient. If fracture gradient is used, it is usually expressed in psi/ft. For example, assume that a formation 5,000 ft deep fractures when 3,640 psi is exerted on it. Thus, the fracture pressure of this formation is 3,640 psi. Its fracture gradient is 0.728 psi/ft, because 3,640 psi divided by 5,000 ft equals 0.728 psi/ft. Further, in terms of equivalent mud weight, the pressure developed by 14.0-ppg mud will fracture this example formation because 14.0 ppg × 0.052 × 5,000 ft = 3,640 psi.

FRACTURE DATA

The point at which a formation fractures has been the subject of considerable study and research since the 1960s. Large amounts of data from breakdown pressures on squeeze cementing jobs and from wells in which lost circulation occurred have been used to develop correlations between fracture pressure, well depth, and pore pressure for a given area.

One such relationship has been developed for the Louisiana Gulf Coast (fig. 5.1). Fracture data for normal pore pressure—in this example, the pressure developed by mud with a weight of 9.0 ppg—versus depth are shown as the heavy black line at the extreme left of the group of curves on the graph. This 9.0-ppg curve indicates that at 4,000 ft on the Louisiana Gulf Coast, the fracture pressure could be expected to be equivalent to about 14.4-ppg mud. An equivalent mud weight of 14.4 ppg corresponds to a fracture pressure of 2,995 psi at 4,000 ft, or to a fracture gradient of 0.749 psi/ft. The remaining curves show how fracture pressure increases at any given depth when abnormal pore pressures are encountered. A higher pore pressure at a given depth results in a correspondingly higher fracture pressure at that depth.

KICK TOLERANCE

Kick tolerance is a calculated estimate of the size of potential kick that could fracture an exposed formation and lead to serious well-control problems. Kick tolerance is expressed in terms of ppg, volume of influx, or a combination of both. It is a way in which to express the fact that, when a well kicks and is shut in, SICP will be greater if a larger volume of influx is allowed to enter the wellbore. SICP is also greater if the kicking formation’s pressure is a great deal higher than hydrostatic pressure. The worst case occurs when both formation pressure is relatively higher and a large kick is taken. With a reasonable understanding of wellbore strength, it is possible to estimate the combinations of increasing formation pressure and influx volume that will likely cause formation fracture. When calculations suggest that
The goal of any well-control method is to kill the kick and bring the well under control. To accomplish this, the well-control method must allow personnel to (1) remove kick fluids from the hole and (2) fill the hole with mud of sufficient weight to exert pressure equal to or greater than formation pressure. Many well-control methods are available, including the driller’s, wait-and-weight, concurrent, volumetric, top-kill, and low choke pressure; however, the three most often used are the driller’s, wait-and-weight, and concurrent. In any event, shutting in the well stops the entry of additional formation fluids into the well. By closing in the well, bottomhole pressure becomes equal to formation pressure.

Although differences exist between the three methods, they have several similarities. For example, all three share the basic principle that constant bottomhole pressure must be maintained throughout the well-control operation, regardless of the nature of the influx. Constant bottomhole pressure is maintained by circulating the well at a constant pump rate through a choke orifice, and by changing the size of the choke orifice when necessary to adjust the back-pressure held throughout the wellbore. Further, all three methods make it possible for personnel to stop the pump, close the choke completely, and analyze a problem without jeopardizing the well at any time during the procedure. All three also require that a final circulating pressure be maintained after kill-weight mud reaches the bit.

Regardless of which of the three methods is used, after a well kicks and is shut in, SIDPP and SICP are given time to stabilize (usually a matter of a few minutes) and are read and recorded. KRP, which is the pressure indicated on the drill pipe or standpipe gauge when the pump is run at a reduced rate, is usually determined and recorded prior to the kick. When a kick occurs, SIDPP is added to KRP to obtain ICP. During circulation, constant bottomhole pressure is maintained by keeping the pump speed constant and by adjusting the choke as required. Well-control worksheets for all methods are helpful because SIDPP, SICP, KRP, well depth, casing data, and other information needed to kill a well successfully can be recorded on the sheet and used as a reference during kill procedures.

When noting readings from the various gauges used to indicate SIDPP, SICP, pump speed, and the like, crew members should check for errors in the readings. For example, SIDPP can be checked by noting the readings on the drill pipe pressure gauge in the remote choke control panel and the standpipe pressure gauge. They should both read very close to the same. Similarly, SICP can be checked by a casing pressure gauge on the choke panel and a gauge installed on the wellhead that reads annular pressure.

The main difference between the three methods lies in how and when kill-weight mud is pumped down the drill stem and to the bit. In the driller’s method, the kick is circulated out with the same mud that was in the hole when the kick occurred. Kill-weight mud is then circulated to control the well. In the wait-and-weight method, the kick is circulated out at the same time kill-weight mud is pumped in. In the concurrent method, instead of increasing mud weight to kill weight all at once, it is increased in steps, usually a point at a time. Each time mud weight is increased, the new mud is immediately circulated down the drill stem and circulating pressures recalculated. This process of increasing the mud weight in steps and circulating continues until kill weight is achieved.
Chapter 7

Unusual Well-Control Operations

During a well-control operation, the characteristics of the well or kick may call for procedures that deviate from normal. Rig supervisors and crews should be aware of such procedures and be prepared to initiate them if necessary. While it is impossible to cover every unusual situation that could occur, this chapter covers several.

A HOLE IN THE DRILL STRING

When a kick is being circulated out of the well and a hole is washed through the drill string, a decrease in SIDPP occurs without a corresponding decrease in SICP. Because SIDPP decreases, the choke operator may close the choke in an attempt to bring SIDPP back to the previous value. Closing the choke, however, causes casing pressure to increase to a value higher than that required to prevent the entry of additional kick fluids into the well. If the hole in the pipe is large, the choke may be closed to the point that the additional back-pressure causes formation fracture and lost circulation. Therefore, it is important to be alert to the possibility of a hole’s being washed through the pipe and to be able to react properly to the problem.

Once it is certain that a hole has appeared in the string, the next step is to determine whether the hole is above or below the kick fluids, because the location of the hole bears on how the situation should be handled. For example, if the hole in the pipe is above the kick, it becomes difficult or impossible to maintain constant bottomhole pressure while circulating the kick in the conventional manner.

Since the hole opens the pipe to annular pressure, drill pipe pressure gauge readings may help to locate the hole. For example, if SIDPP is much higher than expected and does not decrease when a small amount of mud is bled from the well, it is likely that the hole in the pipe is above the kick. In fact, if no kill-weight mud is in the drill pipe, SIDPP may be the same as SICP. If, on the other hand, the hole in the pipe is below the kick, it is likely that SIDPP will be near the previous shut-in value.

Since a slower-than-normal pump speed is usually employed when circulating a kick out, and since the hole in the drill stem may be quite small, detection of the problem may be difficult. If the location of the hole is determined to be below the kick, however, many operators recommend that circulation be continued until the kick has been circulated out. A change to the slower kill rate reduces the flow rate of mud through the hole in the pipe and reduces the likelihood of the hole’s being washed larger. Keeping the hole in the pipe from getting larger may make it possible to continue circulating the well without excessive back-pressure.

A PLUGGED BIT

When a well kicks and a large amount of barite and chemicals are added to the mud in the pits, and when mud in the pits is stirred during weight-up, it is possible for relatively large lumps of solid material to form. When circulated down the drill stem, these solid masses may totally or partially plug the jets of the bit. Fortunately, plugging is not common and, when it does occur, the jets usually are only partially plugged.

When the bit plugs, either partially or totally, while circulating a kick out of the well, pump pressure sud-
Well Control for Completion and Workover

Just as in drilling operations, the fluid that is circulated in a well being completed or worked over has many applications. For example, fluids are employed in perforating, cementing, fracturing, and acidizing. They are also used in well killing, recompletion, drilling, deepening, plugging back, and cleaning out. Further, fluids serve as packer fluids, completion fluids, and circulating fluids. Completion and workover fluids may be gases, oils, brines, muds, or other chemical solutions.

Packer and completion fluids are different from the fluids used in drilling and working over a well. Packer fluids are placed in the well between the tubing and the casing above the packer to offset formation pressure below the packer. Usually, a packer fluid remains in the annulus over the life of the well. Since packer fluids stay in the well for a long time, they are specially formulated to remain liquid. They must remain liquid so they can be circulated months or years after they are placed in the completed well. Packer fluids must also be noncorrosive to prevent them from harming the casing and the tubing with which they are in contact. Completion fluids are similar to packer fluids but they are used opposite productive formations to prevent permanent damage to the zone.

CHARACTERISTICS

A drilling or a completion and workover fluid has several important characteristics. For example, it should be dense enough to control well pressures but not so heavy that it fractures the formation and flows into it. It should balance formation pressures but not fracture a formation. Further, the fluid should be cost effective. Sometimes, expensive fluids are necessary to prevent damage to especially sensitive formations; less expensive fluids, however, may also be available that cause little or no formation damage. Experience in the area is very valuable in determining which fluid to use. Also, a fluid should be as free of solid particles as possible. Solids can plug perforations as well as reduce production after fracturing or gravel packing. Moreover, it should be noncorrosive to prevent failure of tubular goods and subsequent fishing jobs. It should also be stable if it is to be left in the hole for an extended period. Fishing for packers and tubing that are stuck because of fluid breakdown can be expensive and may even lead to abandonment of the well before production is fully depleted. Completion and workover fluids should also be filtered or cleaned and have few or no solids. Some fluids have large amounts of suspended solid particles, which can be harmful to the producing formation, as well as being abrasive to equipment. Even though a fluid has a low solids content, it can still cause plugging if it reacts adversely with the formation.

Some fluids that are excellent for normal operations can be incompatible with cement slurries or acids. In such cases, it may be necessary to use a fluid spacer to separate them. The spacer, which is usually salt water or a special mud, is placed behind the cement or acid to keep the completion or workover fluid from contacting, and thus contaminating, the cement or acid.
Well Control and Floating Drilling Rigs

Drilling operations from floating vessels such as drill ships and semisubmersibles present special problems in well control. The problems occur because of hole depth, water depth, geology, and the design and operation of the subsea BOP stack and control system. While well-control procedures on floaters and land rigs are similar, several additional factors occur on floaters that must be taken into account if well control is to be successful.

SHALLOW-HOLE CONSIDERATIONS
When the first part of a well is being drilled offshore, this shallow section of hole presents a number of problems that must be dealt with. Two of the most serious are controlling a kick when only a short casing string has been set, and drilling an open-hole section prior to setting a long protective string. A number of blowouts have been caused by influxes of overpressured shallow gas into the wellbore. Because the hole is shallow, gas can quickly reach the surface with little warning. Often, because of pressure limitations at the casing shoe, it is not advisable to shut the well in on a shallow-gas kick. In such cases, the gas can be vented through some type of diverter system; or pilot holes may be drilled. Pilot holes do not involve using diverters.

Diverters are special annular BOPs that can be used on top of the marine riser or on top of the well in a subsea position. Surface diverters close the annulus around the tubular in the hole and direct (divert) gas flow into the atmosphere through vent lines. A pilot hole is a small diameter hole drilled below drive pipe or conductor casing run into the well. No riser or subsea BOP stack is run; instead, the pilot hole is drilled and if it encounters shallow gas, the gas is allowed to flow into the sea.

Shallow Gas
The existence of gas in shallow zones can be an especially dangerous situation when drilling. Because the zone is shallow, the gas can escape to the surface within a very short period. Warning signs exist, but prompt action is necessary to prevent a blowout. Also, because of the possibility of formation fracture and broaching in shallow zones, the well often cannot be shut in safely. Since a shallow-gas kick can be so dangerous, rig crews should be especially alert for signs of a kick when surface hole is being drilled. Most well-control specialists recommend immediately shutting down the pump and making a flow check if any doubt exists about whether a shallow well has kicked. Since shallow gas reaches the surface so fast, the driller should also be especially careful to fill the hole properly when pulling the first few stands off bottom in the upper part of the hole. The hole should be filled carefully and watched between stands.

Most BOP stacks are capable of handling much more pressure than is found in underground formations. In the case of shallow gas, where the pressures are usually not excessively high, most BOPs are adequate. Further, the conductor or surface casing on which the BOP stack is mounted is usually capable of handling the pressures associated with shallow gas.
Chapter 10

Blowout Prevention Equipment

Today’s blowout prevention equipment is rugged, reliable, simple to operate, and widely employed throughout the industry. While the BOP stack is usually the first item thought of when BOP equipment is discussed, other equipment must also be included. Equipment such as chokes, accumulators, pit-volume indicators, gas detectors, and flow detectors make it possible to detect and handle kicks with confidence. When modern equipment is coupled with good well design and thorough training, rig personnel are more able than ever before to control any well.

The BOP stack itself must be able to control high formation pressures and have an internal diameter, or bore, large enough to allow the passage of tools required to drill and complete the well. Because some wells require large-diameter tools and encounter high pressures, large-diameter stacks with high pressure ratings may be employed. Further, since a well that is shut in must be pumped into, that is, circulated with the BOPs closed, outlets to the stack must be provided. Spools located between the ram preventers are sometimes used to provide the outlets; at other times, the outlets in the body of the preventers are used. In any case, when all the requirements of a BOP stack are met, it can be a large, heavy piece of equipment.

Of course, not all blowout prevention equipment is as large and heavy as the stack, but as the pressure rating of any piece of equipment increases, it tends to become heavier, more complex, and less forgiving of operational misuse. Therefore, it is the job of every crew member to be familiar with the equipment and to be aware of its operational limitations.

It is important for crew members to know the rated working pressure of all the equipment used in their rig’s well-control system, its wellhead components, and the casing strings in the well. Blowout preventers, other well-control equipment, wellhead equipment, and casing generally have rated working pressures ranging from 2,000 psi to 20,000 psi. Briefly stated, rated working pressure is the highest pressure that the equipment can reliably withstand. Thus, if a BOP has a rated working pressure of 15,000 psi, a shut-in well could place 15,000 psi on the preventer and the preventer should continue to operate. Sometimes the term maximum allowable pressure is used, which indicates the greatest pressure that may be safely applied to a piece of equipment. Pressure in excess of this amount risks failure and should never be permitted.

STACK ARRANGEMENTS

API RP 53 Blowout Prevention Equipment Systems for Drilling Wells is a document whose purpose is “to provide information that can serve as a guide for installation and testing of blowout prevention equipment systems on land and marine drilling rigs.” In addition to giving installation guidelines and equipment requirements for various BOP components, it illustrates example arrangements of surface and subsea blowout preventer stacks with rated working pressures from 2,000 psi to 20,000 psi. Regarding the use of spools, RP 53 points out that, “Choke and kill lines may be connected to side outlets of the BOPs, or to a drilling spool installed below at least one preventer capable of closing on pipe. Utilization of the blowout preventer side outlets reduces the number of stack connections...
Organizing and Directing Well-Control Operations

During well-control operations, it is imperative that operators and contractors carefully organize rig personnel so that everyone knows where to be and what to do. Station and duty assignments and knowledge of the operator’s and contractor’s well-control policies and procedures are essential parts of successful kick control and blowout prevention. During well-control drills, the effectiveness of the crew’s organization should be a part of the drill. In addition, general well-control procedures should be posted as part of emergency safety station bills for the rig. In some cases, station bills may be required by a regulatory body, such as the U.S. Coast Guard.

The drilling crew’s reaction time to a kick plays a major role in getting the well properly shut in to prevent a blowout; however, the crew must also give proper attention to equipment. Blowout prevention equipment is primarily intended for emergencies and, as such, it is useful only if it is adequate for the pressures involved, only if it is in good operating condition, and only if it is used correctly. Ensuring that the BOP system is in good condition and adequate for its job involves the operating company, the drilling contractor, and the drilling crews. If just one person fails to do his or her part, the good work of everyone else—for example, those who designed and installed the mud program, the casing, the wellhead equipment, and the blowout preventers—may be canceled out. The company representative, the toolpusher, and the drillers are key persons in performing well-control duties; however, every person on the crew should know how to operate the basic preventer equipment and be alert for the signs of a well kick. Trial operation of the preventers and thorough pressure testing ensure that the equipment is in good operating condition and ready for use.

Organizing Considerations

When organizing the crew for well control, the following points should be raised by supervisory personnel on the rig:

1. Who is directly responsible for well-control operations, the contractor or the operator?
2. If the toolpusher or operator’s representative is designated to operate the choke, who is responsible for duties that the toolpusher or representative would normally perform if not operating the choke?
3. Have the rig supervisors participated in all well-control drills, and do they understand who is responsible for various actions?
4. How are communications with the office to be handled?
5. Does every person on the crew thoroughly understand where to be and what to do?

The crew and the rig are the responsibility of the toolpusher, but he or she must work closely with the operator to ensure that the crew has a clear understanding of applicable well-control procedures and policies.
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API RP 53 Blowout Prevention Equipment Systems
for Drilling Wells, information on blowout
preventer stack arrangements from, 10–1 to 10–2
applications, for permit to begin drilling, D–28 to
D–31
arc cutting and welding, D–15 to D–16
auxiliary control heads, 7–12
background gas, 2–15, 2–20
ball valves, 10–8
barite, 6–12, 6–14 to 6–15, B–14
barite plugs, 7–14 to 7–15
bits, plugged, 7–1 to 7–2
bit-to-casing shoe time, 4–8
bit-to-surface strokes, equation for, C–1
bit-to-surface time, pump strokes and, 4–6 to 4–8
blast joints, 8–16
blind ram blowout preventers, 10–6
blowout preventers (BOPs)
See also annular preventers; ram blowout
preventers; rotating heads; subsea blowout
preventer (BOP) systems
actuation, D–23
in coiled tubing units, 10–26
control systems of, 9–6 to 9–8
drawing of, 7–13
failure of, 7–3 to 7–4
flow paths in, 10–2
in high-pressure, high-temperature wells, 3–15
inspection of, D–23
in well-workover operations, D–52 to D–53
killing and trapped gas in stack of, 9–9
maintenance of, D–23
requirements for, D–20 to D–21
rotating annular, 7–18
shallow gas and, 9–1 to 9–2
stack arrangements of, 10–1 to 10–2
testing, records, and drills for, D–46 to D–47,
D–22 to D–23
verification of shut-in and, 3–5
blowout prevention equipment
See also blowout preventers (BOPs)
calculating usable fluid volumes in, 10–15 to
10–17
maintenance of, 10–18
requirements for, D–20
testing of, 10–19
adjustable chokes, 10–11 to 10–13
coiled tubing units, 10–24 to 10–27
degassers, 10–22 to 10–24
drilling recorders, 10–11
for well-workover operations, D–51 to D–52
gas detection equipment, 10–11, 10–20
inspecting and testing of, 10–10
limitations of, 10–27 to 10–28
mud-gas separators, 10–21 to 10–22
mud-return indicators, 10–19 to 10–20
mud tanks, 10–20
pit level and pit volume indicators, 10–19
pressure relief valves, 10–11
requirements for, D–45 to D–46
standpipe and standpipe pressure gauge, 10–11
trip tanks, 10–21
Index

blowouts
See also kicks
causes of
  annular gas flow after cementing, 2–9 to 2–10
  general, 1–1, 2–3
  lost circulation, 2–9
  types of, 2–3
  underground, 1–7 to 1–8, 2–3
bottomhole pressure
  drop in, equation for, C–3
  effect of gas cutting on, 2–17
  effect of increasing mud weight on, 2–8
  gas expansion and, 3–12
  in horizontal wells, 7–20
  maintaining constant through various well-control methods, 6–1
    with driller’s method, 6–1
    with low choke-pressure method, 6–16 to 6–17
    with volumetric method, 6–16
    with wait-and-weight method, 6–5
  reduction in, equation for, C–11
bottoms-up time, 4–6 to 4–8
Boyle’s law, regarding gases, 3–12
brines, 8–5
broaching, of gas, 9–2
bullheading, 7–17, 8–23
buoyancy factors, B–18, C–2
burning, welding, and hot-tapping, D–15 to D–16
CaBr₂ brines, 8–5
CaCl₂ brines, 8–5, 8–6, 8–7
CaCl₂/CaBr₂ brines, 8–7
calcium bromide (CaBr₂) brines, 8–5
  calcium chloride (CaCl₂) brines, 8–5, 8–6, 8–7
  calcium chloride/bromide (CaCl₂/CaBr₂) brines, 8–7
Cameron annular preventers, 10–4 to 10–5, B–19
Cameron positive seal chokes, 10–12
Cameron ram blowout preventers, 10–5
casing
  burst values of, B–15 to B–16
  capacity of, B–9 to B–10
  and cementing requirements, D–17 to D–19
    in multiple completions, 8–15, 8–16
    in multiple tubingless completions, 8–18 to 8–19
  pressure of, 7–16, D–19 to D–20
  shut-in procedures while running, 3–3
  casing pressure gauges, 3–7 to 3–8, 3–10
casing strings, pressure between, 7–3
cement, 8–6
  weight of, monitoring to prevent kicks, 2–4
cement formations, poorly constructed, 7–3, 7–11, 7–14
  cementing
    annular gas flow after, 2–9 to 2–10
    squeeze, 8–8 to 8–9
    and well casing requirements, D–17 to D–19
  centrifugal force degasser, 10–23
  centrifugal pump, 10–23
  charged sands, hydrostatic pressure in, 1–2
  Charles’s law, regarding gases, 3–12
  check valves, 2–6 to 2–7, 10–8 to 10–9, 10–10
  chloride, increase in, 2–15 to 2–16
  choke-and-kill lines, 4–8, C–2
  choke lines, 9–7
    gas in, 9–5 to 9–6
    pressure loss in, 9–5
    requirements for, D–20
    riser choke-line effects, 9–4 to 9–5
    volume of, 4–6
chokes
  adjustable, 10–11 to 10–13
  backup, 7–2
  Cameron positive seal, 10–12
  effect of plugged, 7–2
  effect of washing out of, 7–2
  opening to reduce back-pressure, 6–16 to 6–17
  operation when circulating kick out of horizontal well, 7–20
  operation when hole in drill string, 7–1
  operation with plugged bit, 7–1 to 7–2
  Swaco, 10–12 to 10–13
  verification of shut-in and, 3–5
working pressure of in blowout prevention systems, 10–10
Christmas trees, 8–21 to 8–23
circulating density, equivalent, C–3
circulating pressure
  equations for, C–2, C–4, C–6
  final (FCP), 4–8 to 4–9, C–4
  initial, C–6
circulating time, and pump strokes, 4–8
circulation, loss of. See lost circulation
circulation rate, relation to mud weight, 3–8
clay hydration, 8–5
closing pressure, equation for, C–3
coiled tubing systems, 10–24 to 10–27
coiled tubing units, 7–17
collars. See drill collars
completion fluids
  characteristics of, 8–1 to 8–2
  functions of, 8–2 to 8–3
concurrent method, of well-control, 6–12, 6–13
connection gas, 2–15
control consoles, 7–13
control heads, 7–11, 7–12
control pods, 9–7
craters, 1–8
crown block safety devices, D–44
crystallization, in completion and workover fluids, 8–6

Darcy’s law on rock permeability, 2–2
deepening of wells, 8–14
degassers, 10–23 to 10–24
d exponent, change in, 2–17 to 2–19
diesel engine air intakes, D–43, D–49, D–62
diesel engines, D–14, D–62
differential pressure
definition of, 1–7
effect on kick growth rate, 2–2
directional wells.
See horizontal wells
diverter systems, 9–2 to 9–4, D–25 to D–26
domes, high formation pressure in, 1–2
drill collars
annular volume and height between hole and, B–3
annular volume between cased or open hole and, 4–5 to 4–6
capacity of, equation for, C–2
inside diameters of, 2–7
mud level and pulling of, 2–6 to 2–7
placement in horizontal wells, 7–20
specifications of, B–2
driller’s control panel, 9–7
driller’s method, of well-control, 6–2 to 6–4
drilling
applications for permit to begin, D–28 to D–31
field drilling rules, D–28
on bottom, requirements for, D–24
pilot hole, 9–4
underbalanced, 7–17 to 7–18, 7–20
drilling breaks, 2–12
drilling equipment, movement of, D–15
drilling facilities
described in Exploration Plan or Development
and Production Plan, D–8 to D–11
inspection of, D–7
drilling fluids. See fluids, used in drilling, workover,
and completion
Drilling Manual, of International Association of
Drilling Contractors (IADC), 3–11
drilling mud. See mud
drilling platforms, fixed, D–15
drilling rate, changes in, 2–12, 2–17 to 2–19
drilling recorders, 10–11
drilling spools, 10–2
drill pipes
annular volume between cased or open hole and, 4–5 to 4–6
API, specifications of, B–1
biaxial loading factors for, 3–11
capacity of, equation for, C–2
collapse pressure of, B–22 to B–25
collapse pressures for, 3–11
dragging of, 2–14
effect of parted, 7–2
holes in, 7–1, 7–12
inside diameters of, 2–7
mud level and pulling of, 2–5 to 2–7
off bottom, 7–4 to 7–5
out of hole, 7–5
placement in horizontal wells, 7–20
pressure gauges for
effect of various problems on, 7–2
pressures appearing on, 3–7 to 3–8
when no pressure appears on, 3–10
reciprocation of during well kill, 7–11
surging and, 2–8 to 2–9
swabbing and, 2–7 to 2–8
drills, well-control, D–23 to D–24
drill stems
back-pressure valve in, 7–5 to 7–6
buoyancy of, 2–15
confirming that pressure is holding on, 3–4
effect of various problems on weight of, 7–2
float valve in, 7–5 to 7–6
holes in, 7–1, 7–2
mud level and pulling of, 2–6 to 2–7
out of hole, 7–5
placement in horizontal wells, 7–20
snubbing into, 7–17
swabbing while pulling of, 2–7 to 2–8
testing of, 8–10 to 8–11
valves for, 10–7 to 10–10
washouts in, 7–17
drill strings, tapered, 7–19
dual completions, 8–15 to 8–18
dual sheave crowns, 7–13
dual winches, 7–13
duplex mud pumps, B–11
elastomers, blowout prevention, 3–15
electrical equipment, D–16 to D–17
emergency shutdown systems
well-completion, D–42
well-drilling operations, D–15
well-workover, D–48
equipment, moving of, D–15, D–42, D–48
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facilities, drilling. See drilling facilities
faults, high formation pressure in, 1–2
fill-up mud, calculating, 2–11 to 2–12
final circulating pressure (FCP), 4–8 to 4–9, C–4
fire and gas detection systems, D–63 to D–64
firefighting systems, D–63
fixed drilling platforms, D–15
flange seals, of blowout preventers (BOPs), failure of, 7–3
floating drilling rigs. See offshore drilling
float valves, 10–8 to 10–9
and mud level, 2–6 to 2–7
in drill stem, 7–5 to 7–6
flow check, 2–10 to 2–11, 2–12 to 2–13
flow-line temperature, 2–14
flowmeter, 9–8
flow problems, downstream from choke, 7–4
flow rate, equation for, C–4
fluid height gain, equation for, C–4
fluids
calculating usable fluid volumes, 10–15 to 10–17
characteristics of, 8–1 to 8–2
crystallization of, 8–6
density of, 1–3, 8–5
functions of, 8–2 to 8–3
gas, 8–4 to 8–5
in areas containing hydrogen sulfide (H2S), D–39 to D–40
loss of, 2–14
oil, 8–4
oil-emulsion, 8–4
packer, 8–1, 8–6 to 8–7
rate at which enters wellbore from formation, 2–20
requirements for, D–44 to D–45, D–50 to D–51
safety considerations for, 9–8
synthetic, 8–4
transfers, 2–20
used in drilling, workover, and completion. See also mud
water-base, 8–5 to 8–6
formation-competency test, for fracture pressure determination, 5–3, 5–6 to 5–7
formation fracture data, 5–1, 5–2
formation pore-pressure gradient, 5–2
formation pressure
abnormal, 2–9
changing with depth, 1–7
determining, 5–3 to 5–7
equation for, C–4
formation damage and, 7–20
geological conditions causing higher than normal, 1–2
gradient, 1–7
high, 1–2
lost circulation and, 2–9
origin of, 1–1 to 1–2
relation to hydrostatic pressure, 1–1, 2–2, 3–7 to 3–8
relation to mud pressure, 2–2
role of in kicks, 2–3 to 2–4, 2–9
shale density and, 2–16
using shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP) to calculate, 3–8
formations, fractured, 7–14
formation strength, 2–9
fracture data, formation, 5–1, 5–2
fractured formations, 7–14
fracturing, 7–14, 8–12 to 8–13
fuel-gas cutting and welding, D–15 to D–16
fuel tanks, 7–13
gas
behavior in horizontal wells, 7–19 to 7–20, 7–21
broaching of, 9–2
connection, 2–15
decasers and, 10–22 to 10–24
detection equipment for, 10–11, 10–20, D–63 to D–64
effect of feeding in, 7–2
effect of reaching surface, 7–2
hydrocarbon, 3–12
in choke line, 9–5 to 9–6
increase in levels of, 2–15
in shallow zones during offshore drilling, 9–1 to 9–2
migration and expansion of, 3–11 to 3–13
calculation of, 7–17
determining pressures during, 7–16
during pipe reciprocation during well kill, 7–11
equation for, C–5
physical laws of, 3–12
trapped in blowout preventer (BOP) stack, 9–9
gas compressors, D–62 to D–63
gas-cut mud, 2–16 to 2–17, 7–2
gas fluids, 8–4 to 8–5
gas kicks. See kicks, gas
gas pressure, equation for, C–5
gas production safety systems. See oil and gas production safety systems
gauges, accuracy of, 10–13
gel strength, equation for pressure needed to break, C–10
gin poles, 7–13
glycol dehydration units, D–62
gravel packing, for sand control, 8–12, 8–13
Gray valves, 10–8
gunk plugs, 7–16

H₂S. See hydrogen sulfide (H₂S)
high formation pressure, 1–2
high-pressure, high-temperature (HP–HT) wells, 3–14 to 3–15
holes
  annular volume and height between drill collars and, B–3
capacity of, B–4 to B–8, C–2, C–5
effect of caved in, 7–2
hole-behavior tests, D–18
pilot, 9–4
shallow, in offshore drilling, 9–1 to 9–4
slim, 7–18
tapered, 7–19
horizontal wells, 7–19 to 7–21
hose baskets, 7–13
hot tapping, D–15 to D–16
hydrates, 9–6
hydraulic control hose, 9–7
hydraulic energy, 8–3
hydraulic equalizing valves, 7–13
hydraulic power and control hose bundle, 9–7
hydraulic power line, 9–7
hydraulic power units, 9–7, 10–23
hydraulic-set dual packers, 8–16, 8–17
hydraulic snubbing units, 7–11, 7–13
Hydril annular preventers, 10–3, 10–4, B–19
Hydril ram blowout preventers, 10–5
hydrocarbon fluids
  equipment containing, D–7, D–15
  and gas kicks, 2–2 to 2–3, 3–6 to 3–7
hydrocarbon gas, 3–12
hydrogen sulfide (H₂S)
  classifying an area for presence of, D–32
  Contingency Plan for, D–33 to D–34
corrosion and, A–6
definitions of terms concerning, D–32
detection and monitoring equipment for, D–36 to D–39
  finding presence of in previously unclassified areas, D–33
in blowouts, 2–3
in well-workover operations, D–48 to D–49
notification in event of release of, D–39
personnel safety equipment for, D–39
practice drills preparing for kicks containing, 11–2 to 11–3

safety drills for, D–35
training program for, D–34 to D–35
warning systems for, D–35 to D–36
well-control surveillance and testing for, A–1 to A–2
zones
  actions to take in advent of kick in, D–40
drilling, completion, and workover fluids in, D–39 to D–40
general operation requirements in, D–41 to D–42
land operations in, A–5 to A–6
metallurgical properties of equipment used in, D–40 to D–41
offshore operations in, A–2
operating procedures in, A–2
precautions in, D–32
well-completion operations in, D–43
well testing in, D–40
hydrostatic pressure
  effect of mud level reduction on, 2–5
  effect on circulating pressure, 2–14
  equation for, C–5 to C–6
  factors effecting, 1–3, 2–5
  formation damage and, 7–20
  formula for, 1–4, 2–5
  lost circulation and, 2–9
  reduction of by pipe removal, 2–5
  relation to formation pressure, 1–1, 3–7 to 3–8
  relation to mud pressure, 2–2
  role of in kicks, 2–3 to 2–4
influx, density of, equation for, C–3
initial circulating pressure (ICP), 4–2 to 4–3, C–6
injector heads, 10–25 to 10–26
International Association of Drilling Contractors (IADC), Drilling Manual of, 3–11
inverse-emulsion fluid, 8–4
jet perforating, 8–10
KCl brines, 8–5, 8–6
kelly cocks, requirements for, D–21
kelly cut, 2–20
kelly valves, 10–8, 10–10
kicks
  causes of
    abnormal pressure, 2–9
    annular gas flow after cementing, 2–9 to 2–10
PRACTICAL WELL CONTROL

annular pressure loss, 1–9
failure to keep hole full of mud, 2–5 to 2–7
general description of, 2–1 to 2–2
insufficient mud weight, 2–4
lost circulation, 2–9
surging, 2–8 to 2–9
swabbing, 2–7 to 2–8
consequences of not responding to, 2–3
detecting during offshore drilling, 9–9 to 9–10
during tripping operations, 2–6, 7–4 to 7–5
false indicators of, 2–20
fluid density of, 3–5 to 3–6
gas
behavior of, 2–2 to 2–3
causing excessive casing pressure, 7–16
dissolving in mud, 2–1
in horizontal wells, 7–19 to 7–20
maximum pit gain with, 3–11
maximum surface pressure and volume
with, 3–10 to 3–11
versus saltwater, 3–5 to 3–6
gas-soluble, 3–13
general description of, 2–1 to 2–2
growth rate of, 2–2
in charged sands, 1–2
in horizontal wells, 7–19 to 7–20
in hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) zones, D–40
mud weight increase required to balance, B–13
surface pressure produced by, 1–7 to 1–8
thief and kick zone combinations, 7–22
warning signs of, 2–10
cutting size and volume, change in, 2–14 to 2–15
decrease in pump pressure and increase in pump speed, 12–14
drag and fill-up, increase in, 2–14
drilling rate, change in, 2–12
false, 2–20
flow-line temperature, increase in, 2–16
flow of mud from well, increase in, 2–12 to 2–15
gas cut, mud, 2–16 to 2–17
gasses, increase in different types of, 2–15
mud logging, indications from, 2–19
normalized drilling rate, change in
(d exponent), 2–17 to 2–19
pit gain or loss, 2–13 to 2–14
properties of mud, change in, 2–19
rotary torque, increase in, 2–14
salinity or chloride, increase in, 2–15 to 2–16
seismic analysis, indications from, 2–19
shale density, change in, 2–16
string weight, increase in, 2–15
well flows with pump shut down, 2–10 to 2–12
well logging data, indications from, 2–19
kick tolerance, 5–1, 5–3
kill lines, requirements for, D–20
kill line volume, 4–6
kill rate, 4–1 to 4–2, 9–6
kill-rate pressure (KRP), 4–2
increasing to allow for heavier mud weight, 4–9
initial circulating pressure and, 4–2 to 4–3
various well-control methods and, 6–1
kill-weight mud, 3–9, 6–1, 7–21
latch nipples, 8–16
leak-off competency tests, 5–3 to 5–6
lost circulation, 2–9, 7–11
barite plugs, use of during, 7–14 to 7–15
conditions for, 7–11, 7–14
gunk plugs, use of during, 7–16
well control and, 7–14
lost circulation material (LCM), 7–22
low choke pressure method, of well control, 6–16 to 6–17
lower marine riser package, 9–7
low-pressure differential sensors, 3–15
lubricators, 8–20 to 8–21
marine riser packages, 9–7, 9–9
MASP. See maximum allowable surface pressure
massive salt beds, 1–2
massive shale beds, 1–2
matrix acidizing, 8–11
maximum allowable surface pressure (MASP)
determining, 5–3
exceeding, 7–16
maximum pit gain, 3–11, C–6
maximum surface pressure, C–7
measured depth
comparison to true vertical depth, 1–3
definition of, 1–3
in horizontal wells, 7–19, 7–20
Minerals Management Service (MMS)
goal for training in well control, D–69
testing of employees by, D–81
modular control pod, 9–7
mud
adding of petroleum-based substances to, D–7
changes in properties of, 2–19
chloride changes in, 2–14
degassing of, 10–22 to 10–24
density of, 2–4
fill-up mud
calculating, 2–11 to 2–12
when well kicks during tripping, 7–4 to 7–5
flow of from well, 2–12 to 2–13
gain in from increasing mud weight, B–14
gas-cut, 2–16 to 2–17
mixing equipment for, 10–20
oil-base, 2–20
as packer fluid, 8–7
salinity changes in, 2–16
time required to pump from surface to bit, 4–3 to 4–5
water-base, 8–6
mud balances, 1–4 to 1–6
mud centrifuges, effect on mud weight, 2–4
mud control, requirements for, D–26 to D–27
mud-gas separators, 3–15, 10–21 to 10–22
mud gel strength, 2–9, 5–3 to 5–4
following weight-up and dilution, 6–15
mud gradient, equation for, C–7
mud-handling areas, safety precautions in, D–27 to D–28
mud level, 2–4, 2–5 to 2–7, 2–9
mud level floats, 10–19
mud logging, 2–19
mud pits, gain or loss in, 2–13 to 2–14
mud pressure
relation to formation and hydrostatic pressure, 2–2
when close to formation pressure, 2–16
mud pumps
displacement of duplex, B–11
displacement of triplex, B–12
mud quantities, D–27
mud-return indicators, 10–19 to 10–20
mud-saver valves, 10–8
mud tanks, 10–20, C–7
mud testing and monitoring equipment, requirements for, D–27
mud viscosity, 6–15
mud volume increase equation for, C–7
mud weight
amount of barite required to increase, B–14
to calculate equivalent circulating density, 1–9
equation for, C–7 to C–8
equivalent, equation for, C–4
gain in mud from increasing, B–14
increase required to balance a kick, B–13
increase required to increase bottomhole pressure, 2–8
in hydrostatic pressure formula, 1–4, 2–5
insufficient, 2–4
maximum allowable before formation fracture, 5–3, 5–6 to 5–7
measuring of, 1–4 to 1–6
practice calculations for increase of, 3–13 to 3–14
relation to circulation rate, 3–8
relation to pump pressure, 4–8 to 4–9
trip margins added to for counterbalance of swabbing effects, 2–8
using shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP) to calculate increase in, 3–8 to 3–9
when well kicks with pipe off-bottom, 7–4
mud yield point
for calculating trip margin, 2–8
following weight-up and dilution, 6–15
multiple completions, 8–14 to 8–19
NaCl brines, 8–5, 8–7
nonretrievable packers, 8–16
normalized drilling rate (d exponent), 2–17 to 2–19
off-bottom kill procedure, 7–21
offshore drilling
annular preventer operation in, 9–8 to 9–9
blowout preventer control (BOP) systems for, 9–6 to 9–9
cementing requirements for, D–18 to D–19
deepwater considerations for, 9–4 to 9–6
detecting kicks during, 9–9 to 9–10
during presence of hydrogen sulfide (H₂S), A–2 to A–5
foundation requirements, D–14
marine riser disconnect in, 9–9
pollution control and, D–7
shallow-hole considerations in, 9–1 to 9–4
welding and burning during, D–15 to D–16
oil and gas production safety systems
electrical equipment for, D–16 to D–17
engines, D–62
erosion in, D–64
fire and gas detection systems, D–63 to D–64
firefighting systems, D–63
flowlines, D–61 to D–62
gas compressors in, D–62 to D–63
general platform operations, D–64
general requirements of, D–57
glycol dehydration units in, D–62
pressure and fired vessels, D–61
safety sensors, D–62
subsurface, D–57 to D–59
surface production, D–59 to D–60
testing and records, D–64 to D–66
welding, burning, and hot-tapping procedures
in, D–15 to D–16
oil-based mud, 2–20
oil-emulsion fluids, 8–4
oil fluids, 8–4, D–7
oil-in-water emulsion fluid, 8–4
on-bottom drilling, D–24
operating manifolds, 7–12
overburden pressure, 1–1

packer fluids, 8–1, 8–6 to 8–7
avoiding damage to downhole equipment by, 8–3
characteristics of, 8–1 to 8–2
packers, 8–16, 8–17, 8–18, 8–19 to 8–20
penetration rate, equation for, C–8 to C–9
perforating, 8–9 to 8–10
pills, 8–7 to 8–8
pilot hole drilling, 9–4
pipe elevators, 7–13
pipe racks, 7–13
pipe ram blowout preventers, 10–6
pipes. See drill pipes
pit gain, 2–13 to 2–14, 3–11, C–6
pit level
effect of various problems on, 7–2
indicators, 10–19
measuring of in floating drilling rigs, 9–9 to 9–10
pits, practice drills for, 11–2
pit volume, indicators, 10–19
platforms, 7–12
plugging and abandonment, of wells, 8–14
plugging back, of wells, 8–13 to 8–14
plugs, 8–7 to 8–8
pollution prevention and control, D–6 to D–7
air quality
definitions concerning, D–8
exemptions from reviews for, D–9, D–12
significance levels for, D–9, D–12
drilling facilities and
described in Exploration Plan or
Development and Production Plan, D–8
to D–11
existing facilities, D–11 to D–13
inspection of, D–7 to D–8
equipment, D–66 to D–67
pore-pressure tests, D–18
potassium chloride (KCl) brines, 8–5, 8–6
power packs, 7–13, 10–25
power tongs, 7–13
pressure
See also specific types of pressure
abnormal, 2–9
kill rate, 4–1 to 4–2
losses, 1–8 to 1–9, C–9
maximum safe, 3–11
pore-pressure tests, D–18
pressure-integrity tests of casing, D–18
wells with high, 3–14
pressure gauges, failure of, 7–4
pressure relief valves, 10–11
pressurized drilling. See underbalanced drilling
pull-down units, 7–11
pump displacement, C–10
pump-down valves, 10–9
pump manifolds, 7–13
pumps
bringing up to kill rate with subsea stacks, 9–6
centrifugal, 10–23
damage to effect of, 7–2
failure of, 7–3
initial circulating pressure (ICP) for, 4–2 to 4–3
kill rate operation of, 4–1 to 4–2
pressure of
decrease with speed increase of, 2–14
relationship to mud weight, 4–8 to 4–9
relationship to pump rate, 4–1 to 4–2
rate of, 4–1 to 4–2
during bullheading, 7–17
effect of various problems on, 7–2
shut down with well flowing, 2–10 to 2–11
speed of, equation for, C–10
strokes of, 2–12
bit to casing shoe time and, 4–8
bit to surface time and, 4–6 to 4–8
choke and kill line fluid displacement time
and, 4–8
counter for, 10–20
surface to bit time and, 4–3 to 4–5
total circulating time and, 4–8

ram blowout preventers, 10–5 to 10–7
operating characteristics of, B–20 to B–21
position of, 10–2
stripping into hole with, 7–9 to 7–10
rated working pressures, 3–11
rate of penetration (ROP). See drilling rate
recirculating tanks, 2–12
remedial operations, 8–8
acidizing, 8–11 to 8–12
cementing, 8–8 to 8–9
deepening, 8–14
drill stem testing, 8–10 to 8–11
fracturing, 8–12 to 8–13
perforating, 8–9 to 8–10
plugging and abandonment, 8–14
plugging back, 8–13 to 8–14
sand control, 8–12
sidetracking, 8–14
squeeze cementing, 8–8 to 8–9
reservoir beds, 1–2
reservoir pressure. See formation pressure
reverse circulation method, of well-control, 6–17
reverse drilling breaks, 2–12
riser choke line, effects of, 9–4 to 9–5
riser package, 9–7, 9–9
riser spools, 7–13
riser volume, 4–6, C–11
rock permeability, 2–2
rotary tables, 7–13
rotary torque, 2–14
rotating annular preventers, 7–18, 7–20
rotating heads, 7–18, 7–20, 10–5

safety control heads, 7–12
safety pollution prevention equipment, D–66 to D–67
salinity, increase in, 2–15 to 2–16
salt beds, massive, 1–2
salt water, 8–5 to 8–6
samples, surveys, and tests, D–14
sand, charged, high formation pressure in, 1–2
sand control, 8–12
secondary cementing, 8–8 to 8–9
seismic analysis, to detect abnormally pressured zones, 2–19
Shaffer annular preventers, 10–3 to 10–4, 8–19
Shaffer ram blowout preventers, 10–5
shaker screen, blinding of, 2–14 to 2–15
shale beds, massive, 1–2
shale beds, massive, high formation pressure in, 1–2
shale density, changes in, 2–16
shallow gas, 9–1 to 9–2
shallow holes, 9–1 to 9–2
shut-in bottomhole pressure. See formation pressure
shut-in casing pressure (SICP), 3–5 to 3–7
compensating for low, 9–6
effect of gas in choke line on, 9–6
effect of various problems on, 7–2
equation for, C–11
in gas migration equation, 3–13
in horizontal wells, 7–19, 7–20
low or nonexistent, 3–10
rise in, 3–9 to 3–10
various well-control methods and, 6–1
shut-in drill pipe pressure (SIDPP), 3–5 to 3–7

effect of gas in choke line on, 9–6, 9–7
effect of various problems on, 7–2
in horizontal wells, 7–19, 7–20
initial circulating pressure (ICP) and, 4–2 to 4–3
low or nonexistent, 3–10
reading when float valve exists on drill stem, 7–5 to 7–6
rise in, 3–9 to 3–10
to calculate formation pressure, 3–8
to calculate mud weight increase, 3–8 to 3–9
various well-control methods and, 6–1
when killing horizontal wells, 7–21

shut-in procedures
during wireline operations, 3–14
for high-pressure, high-temperature (HP–HT) wells, 3–14 to 3–15
for open hole, 3–4
hard and soft, 3–3 to 3–4
with subsea stacks, 3–2 to 3–3
with surface stacks, 3–1 to 3–2
verification of, 3–4 to 3–5
while cementing, 3–3
while running casing, 3–3

side doorsliding sleeve nipples, 8–16
sidetracking, 8–14, 8–15
slim holes, 7–18
slips, 9–7, 8–19 to 8–20
snubbers, 7–12
snubbing operations, 7–6, 7–10 to 7–11, 7–17
snubbing units, 7–11, 7–12, 7–13
snub lines, 7–12
sodium chloride (NaCl) brines, 8–5, 8–7
spools, drilling, on blowout preventers (BOPs), 10–2
squeeze cementing, 8–8 to 8–9
stabbing valves, 7–13, 10–8
standpipe and standpipe pressure gauge, 10–11
standpipes, 7–13
stationary snubbers, 7–12
stems. See drill stems
stored volume, C–12
string weight, 2–15
strip chart recorder, 10–19
stripper assembly, 7–13, 10–26
stripping operations
into the hole
instruction in, importance of, 7–6
with annular pressure, 7–7 to 7–9
with ram preventers, 7–9 to 7–10
out of the hole, 7–10
preparing for, 7–6
subsea accumulators, 10–17 to 10–18
subsea blowout preventer (BOP) system
bringing pump up to kill rate with stacks in, 9–6
Index

requirements of, D–21 to D–22
shut-in procedures for, 3–2 to 3–3
trapped gas in stacks of, 9–9
subsea well-completion operations, D–43
subsurface-controlled subsurface safety valves (SSSVs), D–57 to D–58, D–65
Sundry Notices and Reports on Wells, D–31
surface pressure
description of, 1–7 to 1–8
with gas kicks, 3–10 to 3–11
maximum, C–7
surface production safety systems, D–59 to D–60
surface stacks, shut–in procedures with, 3–1 to 3–2
surface test pressure, equation for, C–12
surface-to-bit strokes, equation for, C–12
surface to bit time, 4–3 to 4–5, C–12 to C–13
surface volume, with gas kicks, 3–10 to 3–11
surging, 2–8 to 2–9
surveys, samples, and tests, D–14
swabbing, 2–7 to 2–8
Swaco chokes, 10–12 to 10–13
swivels, 7–13
synthetic fluids, 8–4
tanks, recirculating, 2–12
tapered drill strings, 7–19
tapered holes, 7–19
temperature, wells with high, 3–14 to 3–15
testing, of employees by Minerals Management Service (MMS), D–81
tests, surveys, and samples, D–14
test trees, 8–23
thief zones, 7–22
tong arms, 7–13
top control heads, 7–12
top-drive systems, 10–24
torque, rotary, 2–14
total depth, 1–3
training, in well control
alternative methods, D–72
definitions concerning, D–68 to D–69
elements of basic course, D–76 to D–80
for employees
documentation needed, D–70
frequency of, D–70 to D–71
required courses, D–69
source of, D–71
temporary employees and on-job trainees, D–71
exception to requirements for, D–71
for manufacturer’s representative in production safety systems, D–72
frequently asked questions concerning, D–68
goal of Minerals Management Service (MMS) for, D–69
guidelines for other topics, D–71
hands-on simulator and well test requirements, D–75 to D–76
training organizations
accreditation loss by, D–81
requirements for, D–72 to D–75
written test requirements, D–75
transition zones, within massive shale beds, 1–2
trapped pressure, 1–8
traveling-block safety devices, D–44, D–49
traveling slips, 7–13
traveling snubbers, 7–12
trip gas, 2–15
triplex mud pumps, displacement of, B–12
trip margin, equation for, C–13
tripping
flow check while, 2–11
requirements for drilling during, D–24 to D–25
shut-in procedures while, 3–1 to 3–3
trip sheets, 2–11 to 2–12
trip tanks, 2–6, 10–21
true vertical depth (TVD)
comparison with measured depth, 1–3
definition of, 1–3
in horizontal wells, 7–19, 7–20
in hydrostatic pressure formula, 1–4, 2–5
to calculate equivalent circulating density, 1–9
to calculate mud weight increase to increase bottomhole pressure, 2–8
to calculate mud weight to kill well when kicks with pipe off-bottom, 7–5
tubing
equipment, requirements for, D–47, D–53 to D–54
in multiple completions, 8–15, 8–16 to 8–17, 8–18
snubbing of into drill stem, 7–17
tubing injectors, in coiled tubing units, 10–25 to 10–26
tubingless completion, 8–18 to 8–19
tubing reel assembly, in coiled tubing units, 10–26
tubing seal assemblies, 8–16
tubing strings, 8–16
tubulars, 2–6, 2–7
underbalanced drilling, 7–17 to 7–18, 7–20
underground blowouts, 1–7 to 1–8, 2–3
U-tube, envisioning well as, 3–7 to 3–10
vacuum degasser, 10–22, 10–23
valves
  annulus, 7–3
  ball, 10–7 to 10–8
  check, 10–8 to 10–10
  drill stem, 10–7 to 10–10
  float, 10–8 to 10–9
  Gray, 10–8
hydraulic equalizing, 7–13
in high-pressure, high-temperature wells, 3–14
kelly, 10–8, 10–10
mud-saver, 10–8
operation when abandoning a well, 8–14
pressure-relief, 10–11
pump-down, 10–9
stabbing, 7–13, 10–8
subsurface-controlled subsurface safety valves (SSSVs), D–57 to D–58
variable-bore ram blowout preventers, 10–7
volumetric method, of well-control, 6–15 to 6–16, 7–3
vuggy formations, 7–14
wait-and-weight method, of well control
  characteristics of, 6–5
  example problems for, 6–9
  for horizontal wells, 7–20 to 7–21
  kill sheet for, 6–5 to 6–9
  procedure for, 6–5
  work sheet for, 6–11
washouts, in drill stem, 7–17
water-base fluids, 8–5 to 8–6
water-base muds, 8–6
water cushion, equation for, C–13
water-in-oil emulsion fluid, 8–4
weep hole leakage, in blowout preventers (BOPs), 7–3 to 7–4
welding, burning, and hot-tapping procedures, D–15 to D–16
wellbore force, equation for, C–13
well-completion operations
  approval and reporting of, D–44
  blowout preventer (BOP) system and equipment in, D–45 to D–47
  crew instructions for, D–43
  definition of, D–42
diesel engine air intakes in, D–43
electrical requirements for, D–16 to D–17
emergency shutdown system for, D–42
general requirements for, D–42
hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) in, D–43
structures on fixed platforms, D–43
subsea, D–43
traveling-block safety devices in, D–44
tubing and wellhead equipment in, D–47
welding, burning, and hot-tapping in, D–15 to D–16
well-control fluids and equipment in, D–44
well-control drills. See drills, well-control
well-control methods, 6–1
  concurrent method, 6–12, 6–13
driller’s method, 6–2 to 6–4
  low choke-pressure method, 6–16 to 6–17
  reverse circulation method, 6–17
  volumetric method, 6–15 to 6–16
  wait-and-weight method, 6–4 to 6–5
characteristics of, 6–5
  example problems for, 6–9
  for horizontal wells, 7–20 to 7–21
  kill sheet for, 6–5 to 6–9
  procedure for, 6–5
  work sheet for, 6–11
well-control operations
  organizing and directing of, 11–1 to 11–3
  responsibilities of lessees, D–13
well-control problems and solutions
  annulus blocked, 7–4
  blowout prevention failure, 7–3 to 7–4
  float in drill stem, 7–5 to 7–6
  flow problems downstream from choke, 7–4
  for horizontal wells, 7–19 to 7–21
  hole in the drill string, 7–1
  partial lost returns, 7–14
  pipe off-bottom, 7–4 to 7–5
  pipe out of hole, 7–5
  plugged bit, 7–1 to 7–2
  pressure between casing strings, 7–3
  pressure gauge failure, 7–4
  pump failure, 7–3
well-drilling operations
  applications for permit to begin, D–28 to D–31
  blowout preventer systems and components in, D–20 to D–23
  casing and cementing in, D–17 to D–20
diverter systems for, requirements of, D–25 to D–26
electrical equipment for, D–16 to D–17
field drilling rules for, D–28
general requirements for, D–13 to D–15
mud control requirements for, D–26 to D–27
mud quantities in, D–27 to D–28
mud-testing and monitoring equipment for, D–27
securing of wells in, D–28
Sundry notices and reports on wells, D–31
supervision, surveillance, and training in, D–28
Index

welding, burning, and hot tapping in, D–15 to D–16
well-control drills in, D–23 to D–25
well records for, D–31 to D–32
wellheads
equipment for, D–47, D–53 to D–54
verification of shut-in and, 3–5
well kicks. See kicks
well-killing work sheet, driller’s method, 6–3
well logging data, 2–19
well records, D–31 to D–32
wells
See also remedial operations; well-control methods
abandonment of
approvals for, D–55
general requirements for, D–54
permanent, D–55 to D–56
site clearance verification, D–57
temporary, D–56 to D–57
deepening of, 8–14
depose as U-tube, 3–7 to 3–10
flowing of with pump shut down, 2–10 to 2–11
high-pressure, high-temperature (HP-HT), 3–14 to 3–15
horizontal, 7–19 to 7–21
plugging and abandonment of, 8–14
securing of, D–28
sidetracking of, 8–14, 8–15
Sundry notices and reports on wells, D–31
well-workover operations
approval and reporting for, D–50
blowout preventer and equipment in, D–51 to D–53
crew instructions for, D–49
definitions concerning, D–48
diesel engine air intakes in, D–49
electrical requirements for, D–16 to D–17
emergency shut-down for, D–48
equipment movement in, D–48
field well-workover rules, D–50
fluids and equipment for, D–50 to D–51
general requirements for, D–47
hydrogen sulfide (H₂S) in, D–48 to D–49
subsea, D–49
tubing and wellhead equipment for, D–53 to D–54
well-workover structures on fixed platforms, D–49
wireline operations in, D–54
wettability, of reservoir sand or rock, 8–3
wireline operations in well-workover operations, D–54
work baskets, 7–13
workover fluids
characteristics of, 8–1 to 8–2
functions of, 8–2 to 8–3
zinc bromide (ZnBr₂) brines, 8–5
ZnBr₂ brines, 8–5
To obtain additional training materials, contact:

PETEX
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
PETROLEUM EXTENSION SERVICE
10100 Burnet Road, Bldg. 2
Austin, TX 78758

Telephone: 512-471-5940
or 800-687-4132
FAX: 512-471-9410
or 800-687-7839
E-mail: petex@www.utexas.edu
or visit our Web site: www.utexas.edu/ce/petex

To obtain information about training courses, contact:

PETEX
LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT CENTER
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
4702 N. Sam Houston Parkway West, Suite 800
Houston, TX 77036

Telephone: 281-397-2440
or 800-687-7052
FAX: 281-397-2441
E-mail: plach@www.utexas.edu
or visit our Web site: www.utexas.edu/ce/petex